Getting the Most out of Your Points
When Making an Exchange Through Interval
As a timeshare owner, you have access to all of the vacation options that your resort or club affords you.

As an Interval International® member, you can exchange your points for stays at hundreds of resorts in countries around the world. You can visit resorts in exciting locations such as Asia, Europe, the U.S., Australia, South America, the Caribbean, Mexico, and New Zealand!

This simple-to-use guide makes exchanging with Interval a snap. Start now and before you know it, you could be traveling to a new and exciting destination.
Pointing the Way

- Visit IntervalWorld.com and search for your next great adventure. If what you are looking for is available, Interval will make sure you have enough points to make the exchange, and then you will receive an instant confirmation. (Note: Some members will be able to exchange at IntervalWorld.com, while others will have to contact the club or resort from which they purchased.)

- If it’s not available, no problem. Just place a request and let Interval do the searching for you. You’ll keep your points until a confirmation is issued, which is very likely: 97 percent of exchange requests placed by Interval members result in a confirmation.*

- To improve your chances of confirming a vacation, request as many resorts and dates as you are willing to accept. You must request a minimum of:
  - Three different resorts and one time period
  - One resort and three time periods or
  - Two resorts and two time periods

- To enhance your trading power, place your exchange request as soon as you know where you want to go.

*Source: Interval International’s 2013 Buyers’ Guide. In 2012, 952,834 exchanges were properly applied for and subsequently confirmed by Interval International. The confirmation rate on all exchange requests was 97.1 percent. This figure is a summary of the exchange requests entered with the exchange program and does not indicate a member’s probability of being confirmed to any specific choice or range of choices, since availability at individual locations may vary.
Visit IntervalWorld.com Today And Make An Exchange.
For Personalized Assistance,
Please Call A Vacation Advisor At 800.828.8200,
Or At Your Designated Member-Services Center.